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Executive Summary

Professional licensing and facility inspection and licensing is one of the primary processes that
enables and ensures quality health product and service provision mechanism in order to promote
public health services. Oromia Regional Health Bureau renders these functions in its inspection
and licensing sub-process under the core process called   health and health related services and
products quality regulation. Though the professional licensing alone is recently automated as part
of human resource information system it is neither integrated to the inspection service nor covers
all aspects of licensing like facility licensure.

The research project endeavoured to design and integrate those functions to pave the way for the
implementation so as to achieve efficient and flexible information system that offers the customers
and the staff better satisfaction.

A phased development, Rapid Application Development (RAD) methodology of object-oriented
approach applied to the study of the design system. Interview and document analysis were used as
a main tool to capture the business system requirement along with observation. Unified Modeling
Language (UML) development techniques applied in the process of requirements capture, model
organization business system analysis and design. ArgoUML and Visio Software were employed
in analysis and design models diagramming.

Data captured and guideline and standard documents referred were illustrated using activity
diagram, use case diagrams, use case descriptions, sequence diagrams, state chart diagram,
deployment diagram in the analysis and design models as appropriate to model analysis and design
of the system under study. Evaluation and feedback were taken for consensus between the users
and the designer.

The researcher recommends the implementation of the design by the regional health bureau or any
concerned body including health related facility inspection and licensing that was not included
under current design to realize the benefit of the Information Communication Technology in the
inspection and licensing section.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Health and health related services and products quality regulation core process is a process

which starts from public/customer need, request for regulation of health and health related

facilities, health professional, medicines and food, and ending by protecting the public from

health risk and quality defective of health and health related facilities, health professionals,

medicines and food. It is a regulatory service delivered to promote and protect health of the

public in need of being served in standard health facilities by qualified and ethical health

professionals and by safe, effective and quality pharmaceutical products. In addition to this,

protecting the public health from other sub-standard health related services that have either

direct or indirect effect on the public health (1).

Licensing and inspection is one of the sub-process held under health and health related

services and products quality regulation core process. The process requires definition and

guide lines to analyze and design information system in order to capture data and generate

report efficiently.

1.1.1 Licensure of Practitioners

By defining legal requirements for a physician or other health professional, licensure

standards restrict entry to practice to qualified personnel meeting minimum

qualifications, such as graduation from an approved educational program and passing an

examination intended to evaluate expected knowledge for a practitioner. The components

of a licensure program for health care practitioners include (2):

 Examination of an individual’s credentials to determine whether his/her education

and experience meet legal requirements

 Inspection of educational programs to determine whether training programs meet

required standards

 Administration of examinations to test professional qualifications that are currently

applying for level IV Technical and Vocational Education and Training graduate that

ought to pass Centre of Competence exam.
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 Issuance of regulations establishing professional standards of practice

 Investigations of charges of violations of standards, which may lead to revocation or

suspension of an individual’s license to practice, and

 Competence is believed to be assured through successful attendance and completion

of stipulated Continued Professional Development (CPD) programs that is planned to

be prerequisite for professional license renewal.

1.1.2 Licensure of Health Care Organizations

Licensure standards are intended to define the quality level that is necessary in order for

patient care or health services (e.g., drug dispensing by a pharmacy) to be safely delivered.

These standards also define the capabilities that are needed in order for a health care

organization to advertise to the public that it is a hospital or health center. For example,

licensure standards in a particular jurisdiction might require that a health care facility provide

certain services (e.g., surgery, radiology testing, round-the-clock nursing care for patients,

pharmacy services, and laboratory services) in order to be classified as a hospital. Unlike

accreditation or certification, which is usually voluntary forms of external evaluation,

licensure is always mandatory. The government’s granting of a license to an organization

signifies its permission to the organization to be open and provide care or services to patients.

Continued licensure may be either automatically renewed with a payment of a specified fee,

assuming no problems have been identified or reported, or the renewal may require periodic

inspections or submission of documentation (3).

In order to maintain the updated data on the nations’ health professionals and facilities

licensure and inspection record they have been using varies open source and proprietary

software of which iHRIS is one.

Following ICT upgrades, iHRIS Qualify is an Open Source software program, designed for

use at a health professional regulation authority, which can be used to track information

about health workers from pre-service training through registration and licensure. The

software is web-accessible, server-based, regularly backed up, and can be accessed by

multiple users at once. Data are stored in a central database (4).
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Health workforce planning is important in ensuring that the recruitment, training and

deployment of health workers are conducted in the most efficient way possible. However, in

many developing countries, human resources for health data are limited, inconsistent, out-

dated, or unavailable. Consequently, policy-makers are unable to use reliable data to make

informed decisions about the health workforce. Computerized human resources information

systems (HRIS) enable countries to collect, maintain, and analyze health workforce data (4).

Researchers from the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) are helping to automate

human resource information systems for health care professionals in two African nations,

Kenya and Zimbabwe (5).

In collaboration with Emory University's Lillian Carter Center for International Nursing and

the Task Force for Global Health, GTRI is evaluating and advising on computer systems

developed to provide information for better human resource management, policy

development and health planning.

The aim of the Kenyan effort, called the Kenya Health Work Force Project (KHWFP), is to

move information on the nation's health care professionals from a decentralized paper system

to a computer database.

The project has made substantial progress. A custom software database – the Kenya Health

Care Work Force Informatics System – has been developed by KHWFP using local Kenyan

programmers. In early 2009, GTRI joined the effort to carry out an independent software

evaluation of the new system (5).

"Before the Kenya Health Work Force Project can be completed, we need to show that its

information-systems software will effectively support Kenya's health care effort and perform

according to expectations," said Martha F. Rogers, M.D., a professor in Emory's Nell

Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing and principal investigator for the workforce-

informatics project. "The GTRI team is helping us reach that goal by testing and evaluating

both the software and the overall usability of the system."

Kenya's health-care system follows a centralized model, explained Christopher Skeels, a

research scientist who leads the evaluation work for GTRI. Health care personnel records
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have traditionally been kept on several paper-based systems at government organizations that

track multiple aspects of healthcare professionals' training and professional practice.

Starting with the Nursing Council of Kenya's records, the new informatics software is in the

process of transferring the paper systems' functionality to an online database. The aim is to

maintain all information on that database and phase out the paper system (5).

Effective health workforce management is crucial for countries to address health worker

shortages and meet the health care needs of their people. Human resource managers and

other decision-makers require up-to-date and accurate data on the current number of

employed health workers, where they are deployed, and what their skill sets and salaries are,

as well as information on vacant posts and migration. Unfortunately, many countries lack this

information, or they store it in paper files or electronic databases that do not link together,

making it difficult to locate employee records or aggregate data for analysis.

A computerized and integrated human resources information system (HRIS) enables

countries to more easily collect, maintain, and analyze health workforce data. The global

iHRIS community’s free and open source HRIS solutions supply health-sector leaders with

information they need to track, manage, and plan the health workforce (6).

1.1.3 Inspection

Inspection and enforcement responsibilities rest at three levels according to Swedish

Environmental Protection Agency: national, regional, and local. Inspection and enforcement

guiding responsibility rests at national and regional level, and the operative part of the work

is mainly carried out at regional and local level. The guiding responsibility includes

supporting, advising and evaluating inspection and enforcement work carried out at regional

and local level (7).

The inspection types, as stated on Inspector’s handbook by Care Quality Commission,

include:

1. Scheduled inspections

• Scheduled according to risks and information we have about the service.

• Informed by local intelligence and other available information.
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• Require a documented plan.

• Unannounced unless there is a reason to let the service know. They can be short

notice, but only where there are very good reasons to do this.

• For most services, have no pre-inspection request for provider information but

may request following the inspection if necessary.

• May involve an expert by experience or a specialist advisor.

• Required to have a visit to the location.

• Completed with a report to be produced for publication (for multiple providers

who operate from the same location, this means a report for each provider by

location).

2. Responsive inspections

• Responsive to concerning information, or gaps in information.

• Occur whenever necessary but within certain days of the need for an inspection

being identified.

• Require a documented plan for the inspection.

• Unannounced, unless there is a reason to let the service know. They can

occasionally be short notice,   but only where there are very good reasons to do

this.

• For most services, no pre-inspection request for provider information, but may

request following the   inspection if necessary.

• Focus heavily on inspection to gain information about non-compliance and on

observation and engaging with people and frontline staff.

• May involve an expert by experience.

• Require a visit to the location.

• Require a report to be produced for publication (for multiple providers who

operate from the   same location, this means a report for each provider by

location).

• May be carried out to follow up compliance or enforcement action from a

previous inspection.
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3. Themed inspections

• The themes are set centrally. They look at care and treatment of specific groups of

people, or   types of   service.

• Inspection of prescribed topics across a defined population of providers or groups

of people using services, for example people with dementia.

• Require a documented plan for the inspection or other method of gathering

information such as pathway tracking.

• Focus heavily on gathering information about people’s experience of receiving

care. This includes what works well and what needs to improve. This is usually

achieved by visiting services, using observation and engaging with people who

use services and frontline staff.

• May be used to pilot new methods.

• Usually involve an expert by experience and/or specialist advice.

• The methodology will be pre-defined for each themed inspection.

• Involve the inspector completing a number of focused questions at the end of the

inspection to gather data for the national report.

• Location reports will usually be produced for publication in line with the

methodology for the themed inspection.

• Information gathered as part of the themed inspection will contribute to a national

report of findings, which will be published (8).

The inspections consist of site visits to the organisation and, where appropriate, selected

investigator sites. The inspection will start with an opening meeting where the lead inspector

will outline the scope and purpose of the inspection, confirm the inspection plan and

introduce the inspector(s). During the inspection, the inspectors will request additional

documentation and the organisation should be prepared to provide this promptly during the

inspection.

Interviews with relevant personnel, generally as per the inspection plan, are conducted. Time

is built into the inspection for the review of documentation. The inspector may visit any
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facilities involved in clinical trials, for example data management units, archives, pharmacy

and these visits may be pre-arranged by the inspector for logistical reasons or decided upon

during the inspection.

During the inspection, the inspectors reserve the right to change the inspection plan, for

example additional interviews or time may be required depending on the inspection findings.

At the end of the inspection there will be a closing meeting where the findings are verbal

feedback on any non-compliances are provided to the organisation and the plans for any

further sites to be inspected are discussed, as well as the timescales for issuing the inspection

report (9).

1.2. Statement of the Problem

Licensing- related activities include the issuing, renewal, suspension and revocation of

licenses. These can be considered as output of licensing system.

Within many health care systems worldwide, increased attention is being focused on human

resources management (HRM). Specifically, human resources are one of three principle

health system inputs, with the other two major inputs being physical capital and consumables

(1).

The variation of size, distribution and composition within Oromia zones’ health care

workforce is of great concern. For example, the number of health workers available in a zone

in Oromia is a key indicator of that zone's capacity to provide service delivery and

interventions. Factors to consider when determining the demand for health services in a

particular locality include cultural characteristics, socio-demographic characteristics and

economic factors (1).

According to the interview made with experts of licensing and inspection head, the Oromia

Regional Health Bureau (ORHB) lacks integrated, organized inspection information that

enables to easily monitor and evaluate health and health related facilities currently in the

region.

The process of licensing and inspection has a paramount importance either directly or

indirectly to a regulatory body in ensuring quality service rendering to the community. Public
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health planners and executive decision makers need timely, complete information system on

licensed health practitioners at different levels and localities and health facilities and the

inspection information of the health care facilities.

Manual implementation of record keeping is prone to error, time consuming in retrieval and

cumbersome to generate timely report. The existing process is found to be highly tedious and

inefficient with long waiting time. The regulatory measures taken based on the inspection

reports were also non uniform and reflected partiality (1).

Even though there are some overlaps between human resource information system and

licensing and inspection (regulatory) system the regulatory system needs to be separate from

the human resources. The inspection system, the crucial aspect of system also remains

outside the human resource system that makes more preferable in house developed system

software.

“Although open-source software development has virtues, there is reason to believe that the

approach would not have a significant effect on the security of today’s systems. The lion’s

share of vulnerabilities caused by software bugs is easily dealt with by means other than

source code inspections. And the tenets of open-source development are in hospitable to

business models whose success depends on promoting secure systems (10).”

Therefore, implementation of in-house computerized licensing and inspection information

has indispensable value in ensuring a quality health service for the community, health sector,

practitioners and stakeholders in order capitalize the benefit of the system.

The research aimed to address the separation of the regulatory (licensing and inspection)

system from the human resource information system and bring together into one database the

licensing and inspection because of because of the nature of the activity.

1.3. Objective of the Study

1.3.1. General Objective

The overall objective of the project is to design an integrated licensing and inspection

information system for Oromia Regional Health Bureau so as to separate the licensing from
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the human resource information system and integrate with inspection system by automating

the inspection system.

1.3.2. Specific Objectives

Specifically, the project achieves the following objectives:

 Identify business requirement of the system.

 Structure and depict the licensing and inspection requirement analysis using

models.

 Evaluate the design with the system users.

 Design a new system for licensing and inspection integrated automation.

1.4 Significance of the Project

The new system design will have a significant impact as it systematically laid a foundation

for the implementation that enables easy and much flexible data analysis and report

aggregation in a timely manner and with less cost as compared to the paper base manual

information process.

Since the health practitioners and health facility owners use the system as a customer they

enjoy a better customer satisfaction. In addition the staff will not be engaged in labor

intensive file allocation. Health manpower planner can readily make use the data to fill the

licensed manpower gap in different profession for different part of the region.

The system can serve as a base for future online renewal system that can reduce the health

practitioners transportation cost as long as the communication network facility is available.

Successful integrated and organized professional licensing and inspection information system

leads to a better quality health service that in-turn ensures to achieve the regions strategic

goals.

Over all the system design and integration aims to offer the following functions

 Model activities and decisions using UML tools.

 Identify services and their respective actors.

 Show service procedures with alternate course of actions.
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 Model sequence of activities interns of time order.

 Identify and model classes and their relationships.

 Evaluate the design with users and maintain changes accordingly

The researchers learned several things on licensing and inspection regulations and guide lines

and practices. He also got the class room course work with the real world work environment

particular hands on experience using object oriented system analysis and design in which he

is not work with before.

1.5 Project Scope and Limitations

1.5.1 Scope

The project has covered the automation of the health professionals, facilities licensing, and

registration of traditional health practitioners at the Oromia Regional Health Bureau and

health facility inspection (initial and regular) process capture after the site visit that is

regulated by the regional level. Services related with licensing and inspection like renew

licensing, professional change, workplace change, professional information, inspection report

was included in the study. Requirements have been collected from the experts of the area in

the bureau and standard and guideline documents.

1.5.2 Limitations

They study lack adequate related works on the professional and facility license and facility

inspection system design research project for the limited discussion that follows. The related

works discussion is confined to a vehicle licensing and inspection system.

1.6 Research Project Document Organization

The project document organized into five chapters. The first chapter offered brief
background on the subject areas, project objectives, significance, scope and limitation. The
second chapter brought into attention literature review licensing and inspection in a broader
sense and review of related works. Chapter three shed light up on the methodology of the
study. Chapter four dealt with modeling and discussion of result whereas the last chapter
explained conclusion and recommendation made for future work.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review and Related Works

2.1 Licensing and Inspection

The object of licensing/authorization of physicians is to ensure that, in the general interest of

the community, only properly qualified health professionals practice medicine, and have

access to the associated privileges e.g. the right to prescribe medicines and controlled drugs.

The general underlying principle is that licensing/authorization should apply to all

physicians, regardless of where they practice.  The authorization of physicians to practice

their profession (licensing), while it has existed for many centuries, has become more

structured and increasingly introduced into national legislation over the last 150 years (11).

The process and structure of the licensing/authorization systems have evolved in different

ways in the various countries, although the common fundamental feature has been the

requirement of a completion of recognized formal training in medicine. In addition, explicitly

or implicitly, the legislation ensures that the professional accepts certain standards of

behaviour in line with his/her professional responsibilities, including professional and

personal integrity. This reflects the long-standing practice of requiring new graduates in

medicine to undertake the swearing of a professional oath (commonly the Hippocratic oath or

that of Geneva) relating to the deontological principles to be observed in medical practice

(11).

“Licensing is a statutory mechanism by which a governmental authority grants

permission to an individual practitioner to engage in an occupation or to a

healthcare organization to operate and deliver services. Licensing allows

governments to ensure basic public health and safety by controlling the entry of

healthcare providers and facilities into the healthcare market and by establishing

standards of conduct for maintaining that status” (12).

Licensing differs from other approaches to quality regulation in that it is mandatory and is

performed uniquely by a government agency. Licensing regulations also specify the time
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period for which the license is valid and the required procedure for maintaining or renewing

the license. Assuming that problems with the provider or facility have not been identified or

reported, licenses may often be renewed with the payment of a specific fee or submission of

documentation.

Licensing standards are typically set at a minimum level, defined by the government as that

needed to ensure health and safety in the country. For individual providers, licensing

standards are usually defined in terms of training (e.g., completion of degree from an

acceptable training institution) and demonstrated technical competence (e.g., passing of a

licensing examination).

Although licensure exams are the most common example of regulation through licensing,

other regulatory programs related to licensing include the reciprocal granting of licenses to

professionals of other countries, establishing standards for professional practice, and

developing systems to investigate and punish professionals that violate professional license

standards(13).

Similar to licensing is registration, by which a provider may be admitted into a registry of

providers recognized by the government as providers of health care services in the country. If

registration requirements are based not only upon completion of educational requirements

but also demonstrated technical competence, such as passing of a qualifying examination, the

registration process may be a more effective mechanism for quality regulation. Registration

has the added advantage of facilitating the creation a database of information about health

care professionals that are practicing or intending to practice their profession in a given

country (12).

Organizational licensing or registration is used in some countries to enable organizations to

legally deliver health care services; granting of the license is often based on on-site

inspection to determine if minimum health and safety standards have been met. The licensing

of health care facilities differs from accreditation and certification in that it is mandatory,

thus providing the government control over the entry and operation of facilities in the health

sector. However, in some countries, a new registration or licensing process has been

proposed for existing health care facilities that more closely resembles accreditation in the
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sense that detailed standards covering various functional areas have been proposed, with

initial and subsequent evaluation of compliance, and the possibility of assistance being

provided to facilities to help them achieve the standards (12).

A critical requirement for achieving the intended impact of licensing is to build in

mechanisms to ensure that the desired performance or competence is sustained over time.

Licensing only at the point of entry into the health care market is insufficient to provide

assurance to the public and to health sector institutions that providers maintain competency

throughout the span of their careers.

Time-limited licenses and clear requirements for renewal are essential to create an incentive

for providers to remain current through continuing education and for organizations to

maintain physical infrastructure and capacity. A related issue is the need for enforcement of

sanctions or consequences for loss or reversal of licensing status. This includes procedures

for disciplinary action against licensees who fail to maintain the conditions of licensing as

well as procedures for reporting and handling impaired or incompetent providers and

facilities (14).

“A system by which physicians with active licenses to practice medicine in the United States

will be required over time to periodically demonstrate ongoing clinical competence in their

area of practice as a requirement for renewal of licensure is going to become reality in the

near term” (15).

So far, we have seen that licensing of health professional and medical facility with some

regular interval renewal to maintain consistent standard service which can also be integrated

to inspection service because initial inspection is required before licensing a health and

health related facility and for renewing it may be needed as well.

The style and approach to facility inspection will depend on the facility itself, the community

in which it is located, and its history and relationship with the local licensing program and

staff.  Diversity in inspection style and approach is acceptable and in many cases may be

beneficial, provided that basic principles are followed (16).
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Inspection Planning

Planning for an inspection involves careful preparation so that licensing officers know in

advance what they intend to do and how they intend to do it.  Good planning leads to an

appropriate inspection informed by all pertinent and available information.

Review the Facility File

Before an inspection, licensing officers’ conduct a file review to familiarize themselves with

the background to the license and to identify and document any previous contraventions.

This step assists licensing officers in gathering information about previously-identified issues

and concerns.

Review Risk Assessments

In order to plan their work and use their time effectively, licensing officers determine the

importance of an inspection based on the risk to the health and safety of those in care and

rank the inspection accordingly in the context of their other work.

Choose an Inspection Method

There are different inspection methods suitable for different circumstances (16).

 Unannounced Inspections: It is important that most aspects of a facility operation

are assessed at a time when the facility is in its usual routine.  This is best carried out

through unannounced inspections.   Unannounced inspections are standard practice in

most regulatory activities such as restaurant and food inspections, liquor licensing, by

law enforcement, and occupational safety.

 Scheduled Inspections:  It is sometimes appropriate to schedule inspections; for

example, an inspection to assess specific aspects of a facility’s operation that require

the licensee/manager to spend time with licensing staff is usually scheduled to ensure

those individuals are available.  When completing an initial complaint incident, or

follow-up inspection, it may be appropriate to schedule the inspection, unless the

licensing staff assesses that doing so would compromise the gathering of information

and evidence.

 Joint Inspections: There are situations where it is appropriate for more than one

licensing staff or a combination of licensing and funding program staff or other
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authority such as Fire Protection to conduct an inspection together.  Examples of such

situations include:

o Inspection when a licensing officer needs to be accompanied by funding

program staff (i.e. nutritionist, nurse) with current clinical expertise or funding

program expertise to assess specific issues.

o Inspection of a facility where a witness is required as a result of previous

history, an especially challenging relationship  with a licensee/manager,

significant complaint follow-up, or where action on the license is being

recommended.

o Inspection where licensing staff safety may be at risk; for example, a joint

inspection of an unknown unlicensed premises or an inspection in response to

a complaint about violence in a facility.  For serious risk, police assistance

should be requested.

Identify the Depth and Degree of Inspection

Licensing staff must determine the depth and degree of inspection that is required and what

approach will best allow them to determine compliance or non-compliance with statutory

requirements.  Auditing a facility by looking at random samples may be used for large

facilities if it allows licensing staff to determine overall compliance based on a balance of

probability.  Licensing staff need not review every file, record, bedroom, etc.; a general

determination of compliance can be made based on a review of a random sample for each

legislative requirement. If the findings of all samples are consistently compliant, it is

reasonable to assume that the facility generally meets the requirements.  If the findings of any

of the sample indicate non-compliance, further assessment or additional samples may be

necessary.

The Inspection Process

An organized and transparent inspection process will ensure the least amount of disruption

to the operation of a facility.  This includes outlining to the licensee/manager/senior staff

person the reason for the inspection and the inspection method that will be used.  The

inspection may need to include a review of facility records, policies and procedures, and may

include discussions with other staff of the facility.
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During an inspection, licensing staff may  also collect valuable information through

conversations with a variety of people such as persons in care, family, or guardians,

licensees, managers and staff, and,  later, with funding programs and other regulatory

agencies.  Licensing staff should inform the licensee/manager that any information gathered

during the inspection will be fully reviewed with them and be maintained to ensure the

protection of privacy for the persons in care and family members.

Observation is a key technique of inspection.  Licensing staff should inspect the site and also

observe staff interactions with persons in care.

When conducting an inspection, licensing officers should also (16):

o Observe a segment of the facility’s daily program, and

o Note if care provided is consistent with facility’s policies and procedures.

Before Writing the Inspection Report

Whenever possible, licensing staff should allow time for the licensee/manager to ask

questions and provide clarification of issues prior to finalizing the written inspection report.

Licensing officers should allow the licensee/manager to set reasonable timelines regarding

the correction of low-risk issues, keeping in mind that the licensee is responsible for

planning, actions and solutions.

Documentation:  Writing the Inspection Report

Every aspect of the inspection process must be documented using plain and easily

understood language.  Licensing staff should use their health authority approved methods and

tools which may include inspection checklists.  The way in which the inspection report is

written should help the licensee to clearly understand contraventions and what needs to be

done to correct them.   The following guidelines for writing an inspection report may assist

licensing staff.

Guidelines For Writing An Inspection Report

 Use plain language; avoid jargon, technical or legal terms that you and/or the licensee

may not fully understand.

 Ensure that hand-writing, if used, is neat and large enough to be legible.
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 Document all contraventions clearly; cite and quote relevant sections of the

legislation and/or the applicable regulation.  (Note: If an issue is not related to

legislation, but is merely a helpful suggestion, then it should clearly state in writing

that it is a recommendation only).

 Record specific observations or evidence that supports each contravention; state

what was observed and what corrections are needed.

 Identify timelines for correction for all contraventions.

 Include all relevant licensee responses and statements.

When an inspection report has been completed, a copy must be provided to the licensee or

manager and a copy is kept on file with the licensing office.

2.2 Information System

Information systems are combinations of hardware, software, and telecommunications

networks that people build and use to collect, create, and distribute useful data, typically in

organizational settings (17). Information systems are interrelated components working

together to collect, process, store, and disseminate information to support decision making,

coordination, control, analysis, and viualization in an organization (18).

Health Information System is a system that integrates data collection, processing, reporting,

and use of the information necessary for improving health service effectiveness and

efficiency through better management at all levels of health services (19). Health

Management Information System An information system specially designed to assist in the

management and planning of health programmes, as opposed to delivery of care (20).

. There are six main types of information systems based up on support they provide.

 Transaction Processing System (TPS): A system that processes data resulting from

business transactions, updates operational databases, and produces business documents.

 Management Information System (MIS): A system or group of systems which collects

and presents management information relating to a business in order to facilitate its

control. Management Information Systems are those that support all management levels
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in the conduct of their functions, such as operations, administration, or planning and

programming.

 Office Automation System (OAS): A system that automates office procedures and

enhances office communications and productivity.

 Decision Support Systems (DSS): A system that provides interactive ad-hoc support for

the decision making process of managers.

 Expert System (ES): A knowledge-based system that provides expert advice and acts as

expert consultants to users.

 Executive Information Systems (EIS): A system that provides critical information

tailored to the information needs of top management. The research project fails into

transactional process systems mostly and management information system to certain

extent.

When we consider information systems which are found are a fundamental part of, all

manner of human organizations. It is hard to be an organization (a business firm, a medical

facility, a school, or even a family) without having some information systems to store data

and provide information to people who need to use it to guide their actions. Of course, these

information systems may not use digital information and communications technology (i.e.

computers). A paper notebook or diary, a notice board, a meeting room or a conversation can

serve as a part of an information system too. However, here we are mostly concerned with

the more formal and deliberately structured information systems found in organizations and

that draw in large part on digital technology.

Quite often what we observe is the move from more traditional information system, for

example based on paper records, to one based on digital records. Thus we have moved in

many organizations from paper letters and memos typed by a secretary to emails and text

messages typed by the main sender, or from paper catalogues sent out in the post to

electronic catalogues on websites or DVDs. Another good example of change to more ICT-

based information systems today is the move in healthcare all around the world from a paper-

based patient record in a physical file, to an electronic record stored in a computer network

and potentially easily available to multiple persons and at multiple locations.

“It is useful to think through this example (move from paper based to electronic)

under the headings of what? Why? How? and ‘so what?’. Taking just the why
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question, it is interesting to think of how many reasons there may be to make this

change from paper to digital records. Is it to deliver better care, safer care, to help

doctors and/or patients make more informed decisions, to reorganise the way care is

given by nurses, to allow more information sharing among doctors and nurses, or to

make the giving of care cheaper? Is it a way to solve existing and well understood

problems, or is it a way to achieve something new, radically different and better? One

rather general way to answer this question is to say that it will make healthcare more

efficient (or it is hoped it will), but what does this word ‘efficient’ really mean? As in

this case where doctors’, nurses’ and patients’ interests are involved(just to start

with), we should always see any information system as involving, including and

serving people. Sometimes as individuals or as citizens (for example, patients), but

often as members of (or workers within) organisations, for example, nurses,

managers, clerks, doctors, engineers or accountants.”(21)

Table 2. Key Global Trends analog to digital comparison

Analog Digital

• Information has weight • Information is weightless

• Moves at courier speed • Moves at speed of light

• In one location at a time • In multiple locations and
simultaneously

• Storage, sorting and retrieval
expensive and slow

• Storage, sorting and retrieval
cheap and fast

• Data collection idiosyncratic • Data collection standardized

• Retrospective analysis for
knowledge creation expensive,
unreliable and infrequent

• Retrospective analysis for
knowledge creation cheap,
reliable and frequent

Simply put, systems analysis and design is an approach to the development of information
system which encompasses the first four phases of the systems development life cycle
(SDLC)-Planning, Analysis, Design and Implementation. The SA&D process can encompass
many tools and techniques. Broadly speaking; there are two main modeling approaches to
SA&D:
 The tradition or “structured” approach, which uses Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) and

Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERDs) as its modeling tools;
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 The object-oriented (OO) approach, for which the Uniform Modeling Language
(UML) has become the defacto standard.

The traditional approach to SA&D is generally considered process-centric and top-down, in

so far as the problem under consideration is decomposed into a hierarchical set of processes.

In the traditional approach, the systems analysis phase consists of all activities needed to

understand the system and specify in detail what the system is to do. The system design

phase consists of all activities needed to specify the solution and how it will be physically

implemented.

The object oriented approach is generally considered data centric. It uses a set of entities (or

more correctly, “classes”) that encapsulate both the data (attributes) and processes

(“methods”) associated with each entity type (22).

The object-oriented approach to software development focuses on real-world objects. Object

oriented popularity is increasing in concert with the increasing complexity of software

systems. Object Oriented includes object-oriented analysis (OOA), design (OOD), and

programming (OOP).
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Table-3: Comparison Between the two Approaches of Systems Development (23)

Structured Approach Object-Oriented Approach
Logical steps of SDLC – Analysis, Design, and
Implementation

No logical steps of SDLC – repeating all phases
during each iteration

Few models to deal with Many models to deal with
There are clear-cut documentation at the end of each
phase

There are no documents per see; all information is
contained within the model descriptions

Focuses mainly on the business aspects of a system
and deals with other components such as user
interface, network architecture, processing
architecture separately

Starts with the business aspects of a system but deals
with other components such as user interface, network
architecture, processing architecture together as the
analyst moves from the requirements models to design
models

Top-down approach of understanding a problem
through process models. Data definition is typically
evolved from the process models

Bottom-up approach of understanding a problem
through process definition and data definition

A small and consistent vocabulary to follow through
the life cycle

A large and changing vocabulary during various
phases of the life cycle

Process models are the focus of understanding user
requirements

Use cases are the focus of understanding user
requirements

Easy to extract design models from the analysis
models

Design models depend on many analysis models

Easy to extract design information for systems
components such as user-interface, application
programs, and database or files

Very complex to extract design information for
systems components such as user-interface,
application programs, and database or files

Business logic of a process is described by the process
description using structured English, decision tables,
and decision trees

Business logic of a process is described by use case
scenario, use case description, interaction diagram,
and activity diagram

Does not dictate any model for development
environment

Three-layer approach to systems design is closely
analogous to development environment

Identification of input and output to the system is
simple and they are extracted from the input/output
data-flows in the data-flow diagram. Data structures
associated with the data-flows are used to describe the
data

Input and output information are scattered in many
sequence diagrams as input/output messages. Separate
classes describe the data

All data necessary for designing and developing a
system is found in a single repository called data
dictionary

There is no single repository for data; they are
scattered with class definitions and use case
descriptions

Development of programs through subroutines and
functions are left to the programmers at the
implementation phase

Development of programs is conceived at the
requirements phase through defining classes, methods,
and messages, and continues through the design phase

Detailed programming knowledge is not necessary for
successful analysis and design

Detailed programming knowledge is necessary for
successful analysis and design

Appropriate for developing documents and then start
programming; hence programming can be outsource

UML iterative approach requires continuous
development and testing; hence programming can not
be outsourced

Easy to manage systems development project as tasks
are defined in phases, through output documents, and
especially the hardest part - programming, which is
defined through program modules in a top-down
fashion

Not easy to manage systems development project as
models require continuous revisiting, and the hardest
part which is programming that depends on packages -
are complex; thus task duration is hard to quantify
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Object oriented system analysis and design has the following features (24).

1. Abstraction

The world is a complicated place. To deal with that complexity we form abstractions of the
things in it. For example, consider the abstraction of a person. From the point of view of
university, it is enough to know name, address, telephone, social security number, and
educational background. From the point of view of police, name, address, phone, weight,
height, hair color, eye color, and so on. This is just different abstraction depending the
application at hand.

Abstraction is an analysis issue that deals with what a class knows or does. It should include
the responsibilities, the attributes, and the method of interest to your application and ignore
the rest. OO systems abstract only what they need to solve the problem at hand.

2. Encapsulation

The values of the variables inside an object are private, unless methods are written to pass
that information outside of the object. This has both substantive and practical implications.
The substantive importance is that the representation of an individual actor now presumes
that the actor is a self-contained entity and that other actors do not automatically have access
to all information inside that actor. Like humans, objects have to take effort to convey
information to each other about their internal states. The practical advantages of
encapsulation, however, are just as important. Computer projects can be broken down into
separable components and when the code is finished, the details of what goes on inside each
object may not be important to the programmer.

This is commonly referred to as the separation of "interface" from "implementation." While
the interface declares what methods the object can execute, the implementation may remain
hidden. The user only has to be familiar with the interface of an object, not its
implementation

3. Inheritance (Code Re-usability)

Similarities often exist between different classes. Two or more classes often share the same
attributes and/or the same methods. Because you don't want to have to write the same code
repeatedly, you want a mechanism that that takes advantage of these similarities. Inheritance
is that mechanism. It enables to reuse existing data and code easily.

For example, look at the similarity between Toyota and Mitsubishi cars. They are both cars.
They have many things in common: they can drive, both of them consume energy, they have
color, they have capacity measured in horse power, they need driver, etc. They have also few
differences: brand name, manufacturer, etc.
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Instead of modeling all the above similarity for both types of car and create redundancy, we
model the similarity in car and we make them to inherit from the car. This is one of the
advantages of reusing code in object oriented system.

Inheritance models “is kind of” and “is like” relationships where we have super classes and
sub classes. Each subclass inherits all variables and methods of its super class. Inheritance
works because code for each class designates that class as a subclass of a superclass.

4. Information Hiding

To make applications maintainable, access to data attributes and some methods must be
restricted. If one class wants information about another class, it should have to ask for it,
instead of taking it. By restricting access to attributes, it is possible to prevent highly coupled
code. In highly coupled code, a change in one part of the code forces you to make a change
in another, and then another, etc.

5. Polymorphism

Objects of different classes respond to the same message differently. The objects belonging

to different types respond to method, field, or property calls of the same name, each one

according to its own behavior. The programmer does not have to know the exact type of the

object in advance, and so the exact behavior is determined at run-time. This is called late

binding or dynamic binding.

RAD refers to a development life cycle designed to give much faster development and higher

quality systems than the traditional life cycle. It is designed to take advantage of powerful

development software like CASE tools, prototyping tools and code generators. The key

objectives of RAD are: High Speed, High Quality and Low Cost. RAD is a people-centered

and incremental development approach. Active user involvement, as well as collaboration

and co-operation between all stakeholders are imperative. Testing is integrated throughout

the development life cycle so that the system is tested and reviewed by both developers and

users incrementally (25).

Rapid Application Development (RAD)–based methodologies are a newer class of systems

development methodologies that emerged in the 1990s. RAD-based methodologies attempt

to address both weaknesses of structured design methodologies by adjusting the SDLC

phases to get some part of the system developed quickly and into the hands of the users. In
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this way, the users can better understand the system and suggest revisions that bring the

system closer to what is needed

Table 1 Criteria for Selecting a Methodology (23)

Ability to Develop
Systems

Structured
Methodologies

RAD Methodologies Agile
Methodologies

Water
fall

Parallel Phased Prototyp
ing

Throwaway
Prototyping

XP

With Unclear User
Requirements

Poor Poor Good Excellent Excellent Excellent

With Unfamiliar
Technology

Poor Poor Good Poor Excellent Poor

That Are Complex Good Good Good Poor Excellent Poor
That Are Reliable Good Good Good Poor Excellent Good
With a Short Time
Schedule

Poor Good Excellent Excellent Good Excellent

With Schedule
Visibility

Poor Poor Excellent Excellent Good Good

Object-oriented approaches to developing information systems, technically speaking, can use

any of the traditional methodologies (waterfall development, parallel development, phased

development, prototyping, and throwaway prototyping). However, Object-oriented systems

analysis and design (OOSAD) is most associated with a phased-development RAD-based

methodology, where the time spent in each phase is very short. OOSAD uses a use-case-

driven, architecture-centric, iterative, and incremental information systems development

approach. It supports three different views of the evolving system: functional, static, and

dynamic. OOSAD allows the analyst to decompose complex problems into smaller, more

manageable components using a commonly accepted set of notations. Also, many people

believe that users do not think in terms of data or processes but instead think in terms of a

collection of collaborating objects. As such, object-oriented systems analysis and design

allows the analyst to interact with the user with objects from the user’s environment instead

of a set of separate processes and data (26).
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2.3 Related Works

Research project paper on health professional licensing and facility licensing and inspection

system design and development directly could not be found as far as the researcher’s

knowledge. Therefore, vehicle licensing work was considered in broader sense.

The research project conducted by Ikechukwu on online motor vehicle licensing system for

Nigeria aims in developing software  that will link by computerization all the procedures of

motor vehicle licensing system in motor license authority  centralizing the system that is

carried out by Federal Road Safety Commission (FRSC), the state Vehicle Inspection Officer

(VIO) and the state Board of Internal Revenue (BIR)three arms of government agencies that

are responsible for automobile licensing, registration and control(27).

The researcher explained the problems related with the existing system that includes

ineffective, tedious, monotonous of its operation, inaccurate and inconsistent. To address the

problems structured systems analysis and design which uses a linear life circle, divided the

whole project task into various stages or phases was adapted. Entity relationship diagram was

applied for database modelling (27).

The overview model used by the author for Registration Sub-System, Renewal Sub-System

and Administrator Sub-System more resembles a context level data flow diagram that lacks

detail level data flow diagrams.

On other research project, the first two stages of Development of Driving License MIS of

California Motor Vehicle Division described below respectively.

Gebers (28) stated that in determining test fail rates (that was overwriting the new application

after three times fail in the existing system) and the total number of tests of each type that

individuals have taken before licensure, and other licensing process measures that would

have value to departmental administrators and traffic safety researchers.

“Capturing driver licensing process information directly from the DL Master

File and electronic field office application databases before they are purged

would be a much more cost effective and efficient way to obtain the desired

information.  These data would be very useful in a wide variety of

applications including longitudinal systems, monitoring of driver license
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programs, monitoring driver competency levels, monitoring and auditing

driver licensing operations, and estimating workloads.”

Two surveys made with the representative committee member from departments and

determined that capturing the desired data was feasible and committee provided

recommendations on the desired characteristics of the management information system (28).

Chapman (29) discussed the second stage of the above project involved “Creating a

prototype off-line driver license (DL) application management information system (MIS) that

captured and stored extensive information on the license application process.  From this

prototype database, example reports were generated to demonstrate the feasibility of

constructing a fully functional off-line DL application MIS.”

A system is needed that would capture data before they are purged, so that a complete picture

can be created of what happens to  applicants as they progress, possibly over  multiple

applications, through the licensing process from beginning to end.

The study suggest creation of the proposed driver license application database would result in

improvements in driver safety and safety management by providing information that is

critical to the identification of problems and initiating system improvements.

Chapman(29) elaborates Division of Investigations and Audits (DIA’s) data warehouse

represents a database solution in which several months of  data are placed in a single

relational database structure that provides several indexed access paths.  When loaded and

indexed, following established procedures.  The database system was constructed so that an

auditor or investigator could use the system independently while the department’s

Information Services Division staff would be available to answer questions, provide technical

advise, and resolve system problems. A 25-month period of application transaction data were

requested from DIA’s data warehouse, for a 1% random sample of applicants, to test the

feasibility of developing a longitudinal version of the database.

Five problems with the application data from DIA’s database and with the prototype database

were identified in constructing the prototype database. Solutions were recommended for each

except the one for data entry error that cannot be totally avoided (29).
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Table 2 Summary of Related Works

S.
No.

Author Objective
(Purpose)

Methodology
(Approach)

Key Findings Remark

1 Ikechuk
wu,
(2012)

To develop
centralized motor
vehicle licensing
system

Structured
System
Analysis and
Design

The study explains that
the introduction of the
online motor registration
system in motor
licensing system in
Nigeria will reduce
human prone errors in
processing and increase
the security of registered
motor vehicles in the
country.

Data flow
diagram
shows only
the context
diagram that
lacks detail
level
modeling

2 Gebers
(2002)
Stage I

To propose
database that
would be able to
provide
descriptive
measures and
statistical data
related to the
driver licensing
process.

An advisory
committee
consisting of
representative
from a
number of
divisions
within the
department
through the
use of two
surveys.

Based on the survey, it
was determined that
capturing the desired
data was feasible. The
committee provided
recommendations on the
desired characteristics of
the management
information system, the
data format and file
structure, index
methods, and other
necessary features of the
database.

Feasibility
confirmed
(conceptual
level)

3 Chapman
(2005)
Stage II

To develop and
evaluate the
usefulness of a
prototype DL
application MIS
that would
provide data for
use in traffic
safety research
studies and
monitoring driver
licensing program
operations.

Prototype From this prototype
database, example
reports were generated
to demonstrate the
feasibility of
constructing a fully
functional off-line DL
application MIS that
would be able to provide
descriptive measures
and statistical data
related to the driver
licensing process.

Feasibility
confirmed
(technical
level)
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Chapter Three
Methodology

A phased development, Rapid Application Development (RAD) methodology of object-

oriented approach applied to the study of the design system. Interview and document analysis

were used as a main tool to capture the business system requirement along with observation.

Unified modeling language (UML) development techniques applied in the process of

requirements capture, model organization business system and design. ArgoUMLand Visio

Software were employed in analysis and design models diagramming.

3.1. The Study Setting

The ministry of health initiated a Business Process Reengineering (BPR) in order to establish

an efficient and effective management system at all levels. It has been believed that this

redesign system will assist in meeting the public demands for accountability, responsibility,

honesty and help manage the complex regulatory problems the country is facing. Based on

this conviction, the previous Drug Administration and Control Authority is provided with a

mandate to form redesigning teams and start the Business Process Reengineering(1).

Although, there was a process of professional licensing in the Ministry of Health, it was not

supported by pre-licensing regulation to protect the public from malpractice exercised by

unqualified and unethical health professionals. Moreover, there was no complaint handling

and grievance management system and it is difficult to say that there was practice standard in

the country. Moreover, here was no services standard to regulate health professionals and no

clear legislative ground to enforce health regulation (1).

Therefore, the existing processes were re-analyzed for their relations and outcomes to satisfy

the end users (the public) in need of standard health services, safe, effective and quality

medicines, safe and quality foods, and these to be served by qualified and licensed health

professionals. From the analysis, they are organized around outputs like standards, license,

inspection reports, market authorization certificate and number of information developed and

disseminated. Regulatory standard setting process produces standards to objectively establish

the expected level of productivity, efficiency and quality of organizational processes or

activities as a controller, while the inspection and licensing process produces reports and
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license which feed each other with the process or have either direct or indirect effect on the

fate quality assessment and registration.

As Business Process Reengineering (BPR) is a fundamental and radical redesigning of

business process to bring about dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of

performance, such as cost, quality, service level and speed. Based on the process design, it

groups related tasks/activities that together create value to customers. Therefore, there were

related tasks to come to the process from their fragmented sites of operation, in the Ministry

of Health. This being the case, the critical analysis of the situation and the stakeholder

analysis led to aggregation of the related tasks and activities. Hence, a process was designed

to accommodate regulation of health services, health and health related facilities, health

professionals, food and pharmaceuticals. A core process and four sub processes have been

developed to carry out the given tasks and achieve the mission, goals and objectives of the

regulatory authority (1).

A core process that is feasible, cross functional, customer focused and organized around the

outcome has been identified. It is designed around the outcomes, neither functional nor

departmental, so that it can provide a single contact point to the customer/stakeholders. It

also replaces fragmented processes with simple, integrated ones, which show accountabilities

and responsibilities in all ways and establishes a continuous flow of the main sequence.

Hence, the core process is named as “Health and Health related services and products quality

regulation core process”. The following four sub processes are designed under this core

process (1):-

Regulatory standard setting: - describes the level of quality expected about health care

facilities, health professionals, medicines and food, corresponding to some references

considered by a general consent as a basis of comparison, an approved model, used as a basis

for regulatory actions and enforcements.

Inspection and licensing: - encompasses inspection and licensing of health professionals,

traditional medical practitioners, health institutions, food and pharmaceutical manufacturers

to ensure that the professionals and facilities meet minimum standards to perform safe and

effective public health services.
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Product quality assessment and registration: - ensures safety, efficacy and quality of

medicines through inspection, dossier evaluation and laboratory testing before they are

marketed.

Regulatory information delivery system: - is to develop and provide regulatory and related

information to the customers and stakeholders, including their dissemination through

database, printing & electronic materials, mass media, website and other suitable means.

Licensing process under inspection and licensing sub-process involves issuing, renewal,

suspension and revocation of licenses. These can be considered as output of licensing system.

Measuring outputs is the fundamental and least complicated aspect of evaluating policy and

performance of an organization.

However, data for the various licensing activities carried out by different sectors are not

always readily available or accessible. Another problem in licensing can be grouped in to

those relating to legal structures and those relating to implementation. Moreover, the

procedure for issuing a license and the data required to certain degree is retrospective, since

the application submitted   after the manufacturing plant/ health facility or retail outlet has

been built. Ensuring the requirement or any requested modification of the facility or retail

outlet has been built. Ensuring the requirement or any requested modification or the facility

would be therefore difficult prior to Business Process Reengineering (BPR).

Another problem arises from the way in which mandates were given to different sectors even

though the mission is to protect and promote public health, leading to coordination problems.

For instance, food safety, hygiene and environmental health partially regulated by hygiene

and environmental health department (under ministry of health). At the same time quality and

safety issue of food in fragmented manner, though the scope of food and environmental

health   regulation is broad in scope and consists of varied intervention measures against

disease control and the promotion of general public and wellbeing pharmaceutical premises,

importers exporters, retail outlets and pharmacy personnel are regulated in limited areas of

the country even if all citizens of the country have the right to get quality, safe and effective

medicines with reasonable information health professionals practice except pharmacy

personal to some extent   is to regulated at all although it is a vital component of the overall

health service in Ethiopia for  ensuring the highest quality health care for the public. The
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other major problem is health facility regulation which focus only on private health sectors to

some extent as if public health sectors do not require regulation.

In general fragmented regulatory system, poor regulatory capacity, centralized management,

bureaucratic hurdle and with none-value adding steps and hand–off contribute to negligible

performance of the process (1).

The decentralization of health professionals’ regulation down to the state health bureaus was

the core of the health professions regulation reform. The federal regulatory organ’s role is

limited to regulating foreign-trained health professionals and scarce health professionals

(doctors, midwives and anesthetists) (30).

Currently the professional licensing alone is computerized as part of Human Resource

Information System (HRIS) that does not include facility licensing, traditional health

practitioners and inspection. All the officers do the procedure and a single information

technology officer captures all the data in to the system.

The facility requirement standard is organized around four ‘P’s; namely, Premises, Product,

Professional and Practice quality inspection (31).

3.2 Source and Study Population
The study population includes the Oromia Regional Health Bureau, licensing and inspection

staffs that are 12 of which three are selected purposively including the section head based up

on the researcher observation, the section head recommendation and the respondents

willingness. Because the staffs carry out the transactional level duties and homogeneity of the

functions they are performing, three of them were considered to analyze the business process

and system requirement.

3.3 Data Collection (tools, variables)
Data was collected through interview and focused group discussion. Brainstorming was made

with three of the staffs. Business Process Reengineering (BPR) of the system under study,

sample registration, license, and inspection forms are reviewed inline with the report forms

and requirements of the bureau in order to elicit the business requirement. Classes and

attributes captured constitute the variables of the study.
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3.4 Data Management Analysis and Design
The collected data were presented using tables and narration. Data depiction were made

using activity diagrams, sequence diagrams, use case diagram, use case description, class

diagrams, state chart and deployment diagram. To help users critically examine the current

state of systems and processes (the as-is system), identify exactly what needs to change, and

develop a concept for a new system (the to-be system) BPR technique is adopted that creates

significant change on the existing system.

As phase based RAD, object oriented approach is adopted by this study less emphasis made

on as-is system where as in contrast more emphases given for to-be system to achieve the

desired goal (26).

3.5 Method of Dissemination of Results
The study aimed to be compiled and disseminated as a project thesis report and made

available to the School of Information Science and School of Public Health Library. Attempt

will also be made to publish on local as well as international publication outlets.

3.6 Evaluation Technique
The researcher let two of the 12 staffs other than the respondents to review and comment on

the analysis and design models and work procedure descriptions in order to validate the

design and have a mutually understand of the new system design performance. Their

evaluation and comment report were incorporated both into the conclusion section and the

respective area.

3.7 Operational Definition
Licensure is a process by which a governmental authority grants permission to an individual

practitioner or health care organization to operate or to engage in an occupation or

profession. Licensure regulations are generally established to ensure that an organization or

individual meets minimum standards to protect public health and safety.

Inspection is the act of looking at something closely in order to learn more about it, to find

problems, etc.

: the act of inspecting something
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: an official visit to a school, hospital, etc., in order to see if rules are being followed and

things are in their proper condition

Initial Inspection:  This is the first inspection following receipt of an application for license.

An initial inspection is undertaken after a facility has submitted an application for license and

has been entered into the database and assigned a facility number by the computer system.

Inspections conducted prior to issuance of a license are considered initial inspections.

Inspections conducted after the issuance of the license may be considered as routine or

follow-up inspections.

Routine Inspection:  This is a comprehensive inspection of a licensed facility.  A routine

inspection may be a complete and comprehensive review of all licensing requirements or

may be focused on a particular aspect of the facility or care provided.

Complaint Inspection:  This is a first inspection of a complaint in a licensed facility.  A

complaint inspection is conducted when licensing staff investigate a complaint in a facility

that is operating with a valid community care facility license.  Subsequent inspections may

be carried out to follow-up on the initial complaint inspection to ensure that the issues from

the complaint have been resolved or to further monitor the situation.  These inspections are

coded as follow-up inspections.

Incident Inspection: This is an initial inspection in response to a reported reportable

incident. An incident inspection is conducted when licensing staff investigate an incident in a

facility that is operating with a valid community care facility license.  Subsequent inspections

may be carried out to follow-up on the initial incident inspection to ensure that the issues

from the incident have been resolved or to further monitor the situation.  These inspections

are coded as follow-up inspections.

Follow-up Inspection:  Any inspection that follows up on an identified issue of non-

compliance following a routine, initial, or complaint inspection in a licensed facility. A

follow-up inspection may be performed at any time to ensure the licensee/manager has

resolved issues of non-compliance identified during a previous inspection.
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Typically, follow-up inspections occur after an initial, routine or complaint inspection;

licensing staff then undertake a focused inspection to verify whether the licensee has

achieved compliance in specific areas of the legislation.

Unlicensed Inspection:  An unlicensed inspection is carried out when the licensing officer

investigates information received that a facility may require a community care facility license

(16).

Regulatory standard setting describes the level of quality expected from health care

facilities, health professionals, medicines and food, corresponding to some references

considered by a general consent as a basis of comparison, an approved model, used as a basis

of regulatory actions and enforcements.

Inspection and licensing encompasses inspection and licensing of health professionals,

traditional medical practitioners, health institutions, food and pharmaceutical manufacturers

to insure that the professionals and facilities meet minimum standards to perform safe and

effective public health services (1).

A health care provider is an individual or an institution that provides preventive, curative,

promotional or rehabilitative health care services in a systematic way to individuals, families

or communities.

Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is defined as a range of learning activities

through which health professionals maintain and develop throughout their career to ensure

that they retain their capacity to practice safely, effectively and legally within their evolving

scope of practice.

Open Source refers to software applications that are distributed under an Open Source

license, meaning that anyone can use, copy, share, or modify the software without paying a

licensing fee.

Essential use cases A use case describes something of value to an actor (often a person or

organization). An essential use case is a use case that is technology independent—it describes

the fundamental business task without bringing technological issues into account. Essential

use cases are often used to explore usage-based requirements (24).
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3.8 Ethical Clearance
The project has been carried out after getting permission from the ethical clearance

committee of Addis Ababa University, Medical Faculty through School of Public Health and

Oromia Regional Health Bureau. Information sheet and consent forms were delivered along

each interview and all interviewees have been asked their willingness to participate in

requirement gathering; and informed verbal consent were also be obtained from all study

participants and from every interviewee after the objective of the study informed.

The researcher professionally keep the company information security and will not disclose

the information to anybody except for the project purpose. The researcher also maintains

confidentiality in order to protect the privacy of the respondents.
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Chapter Four
Modeling and Discussion of Result

This chapter aims to identify the requirements progressively. First, major business

requirements were determined. Second, those requirements elicited using UML functional

analysis models activity diagram to support the logical modeling of business processes and

workflows and use cases to describe the basic functions of the information system. Both

logical models support to understand the function or external behaviors that serve to model

the problem domain of the system. Third, design models of system use case descriptions,

sequence diagram, class diagram, component diagram and deployment diagram were used in

order to show structural design of the new system. Lastly, result of the design model with

respect to existing system is discussed.

4.1 Presentation of the Data Collected
The following questions were asked with respective responses during the semi structured

interview.

1. What are the major activities carried out in this section?

Licensing professionals, facilities, registering traditional health practitioners and

Inspection of health and health related facilities

2. What are your customers and their types?

Applicants (Graduates), Health and Health Related Facilities Owners.

3. What sort of services they accept and or rendering to the section?

Licensing health professionals, health and health related facilities, registration of

traditional health practitioners, professional change, workplace change, license

renewal, inspection, adding professional training and publication to the respective

professional profile, report defects during inspection.

4. Which of the services incorporated into database information system?

Only professional licensing part automated as a human resource information system

part.

5. What data are captured and how it is going on each activity?

You can get data that are captured from the forms.
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6. What are the rules, guide lines and standards guiding for licensing and inspection?

Every facility and professional has guide line and standard to practice health service

7. What parties or entities are involved in the transaction?

Applicants, Officers, Facility owners, Inspectors, Zonal Health Bureaus

8. What reports are organized?

Quarterly and annual report on new and renew licensing, inspection report by zone,

professional type and level of institute.

9. What are the shortcomings of the existing system if any?

Review and report generation of facility inspection, professional practice inspection is

not easy and sometimes can not be traced at all. Licensing and inspection record

tracking is difficult and time consuming.

The above question number 1 helped to get the blueprint of the activities, no. 2 and 7 helped

to find actors of the system, no. 3 and 4 to understand the business domain, integration

domain respectively. Whereas question no. 5 served a tool for class and attributes

articulation, no. 6 and 8, consisted the business rule and report requirements respectively.

4.2 Requirement Analysis
The requirements gathered through interview, discussion and observations are determined
and defined below.

4.2.1 Functional Requirements
The system should be able to provide the following functionalities:

 Issue professional license, facility license and register certificate for
traditional health practitioner.

 Renew professional license, facility license and traditional health practitioner
registration.

 Each professional has to have only one license number at a time with possibly
more than one profession.

 Capture facility inspection information and update.

 Capture facility defect report.

 Maintain workplace change information.

 Maintain professional change information.
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 Maintain trainings and publications of the professionals.

The system should allow the printing of individual professional, facility, traditional health
practitioner on the appropriate paper or card. Only authorized personnel in the office can
perform issue registration into the system. The system is required to assign each professional
and facility a systematic unique number that will not be used by any other professional or
facility. The system needs to have a facility for authorized personnel to review the individual
professional’s personal information in order to check and approve the issuance of the license
and inspection. Moreover, the system should provide an alternative method for verifying
issued licensed certificate online from the repository by other regional or Federal Health
Bureau authorized offices that want to verify the license certificate bearer is the legal owner
of that certificate.

The system has to allow and require the renewal of the license after the respective valid
period of time in respective to the profession or facility for the purpose of updating and
making active the license. This can be achieved by marking professionals with un-renewed
license as illegal until their license is renewed. Licenses that are not renewed can be
identified by expiry date indicated on the certificate or by their online status from the
repository, which can be seen during online verification.

The system has to maintain professional and workplace change information and track the
changes for professional and facilities and automatically update the change.

4.2.2 Non-functional requirements
Requirements like usability, reliability, performance, supportability, security, recovery,

interface, implementation, operation, and legal are considered as nonfunctional

requirements.

 The system should be a web-based application.

 Menus should be organized in a hierarchical manner (usability)

 The system must be password-protected.(Security)

 The system must be backed up daily. (Back up)

4.3 Analysis Model
Analysis modeling answers the questions of who will use the system, what the system will

do, and where and when it will be used. During this phase, the researcher has learned about

the system. The researcher then produces the functional model (activity diagrams, use-case

descriptions and diagram), structural model (CRC cards and class and object diagrams), and

behavioral models (sequence diagrams, communication diagrams, behavioral state machines,

and a CRUD matrix).
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4.3.1 Functional Model
The two major activities of existing system: inspection and licensing, in which other activates
and actions tied are illustrated in the tables below respectively.

Table 3 Major and detail activities of inspection and licensing of health facilities, pharmaceutical manufacture and
retail outlets.

Major activities Detail activities

Application reception
and verification

 Receive application and verify necessary technical and
documentary requirement

 Differentiate licensing type and also cheek weather it
is new or re- new

 If any requirement is missed during verification notify
and applicant to fulfill the necessary requirement

Document evaluation
and inspection

 Review inspection profile and check for acceptance
for renewal

 If it is not accepted, notify the client in written form

 If it accepted re- new and issue it

 Regulatory decision for inspection

 Preparation for inspection

 Introduce to the person in charge

 Conduct inspection according to the standard

 Compile inspection result

 If not comply notify the client and take regulatory
action in accordance with the standard

 Report the result for licensing if comply

 Prepare and issue license with terms and condition
for applicant
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Table 4 Major and detail activities of professional licensing

Major activities Detail activities

Application reception
and verification

 Receive application for license and verify necessary
technical and documentary requirements like
graduation credential, qualifying examination
certificate etc.

 Differentiate whether it is new licensing or license
renewal application

 Notify the applicant for incomplete application to
complete

Review practice
inspection profile data or
evaluate document

 If it is renewal, practice inspection profile data is
reviewed

 If it is new application original documents are
evaluated for the related of data on them

 If evaluation results of both above steps are acceptable
professional license is prepared or renewed as per the
application and

 Sent approved license record and archive to make any
necessary record and issue license to the applicant

Take regulatory measure When the evaluation results are unacceptable, regulatory
measures like:

 Denial of licensing under qualified professionals

 License suspension, revocation etc. of unethical
professionals

 Refining to medico legal steps etc. could be taken on
the professional

4.3.1.1 Activity Diagram
This section provides activity diagram as a model that can be used to make sense out of the
gathered requirements for the proposed system. The licensing activity branched out in to
three namely facility license, professional license and registration of traditional health
practitioners. All the three branches again decided whether new or renew, finally decisions
made and respective service rendered accordingly.
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Figure 1 Licensing and Inspection Activity Diagram

When one applies he/she categorized under facility owner, professional or traditional health
practitioners, and then enquired by the officer whether he/she wants new or renew either to
issue or renew the respective license or inform the applicant reasons for denial of the service
accordingly.
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4.3.1.2 Analysis Use Case Description

Partial list of essential use case description of the system are described below.
Table 5 Issue Professional License Use Case Description

Use Case ID AUC01
Use Case Name Issue Professional License
Use Case Description This use case is used to register and generate professional license
Primary Actor(s) Professional, Officer
Pre-Condition(s) The candidate professional applicant has the required educational

credentials and ethical background document to be licensed
Post-Condition(s) The candidate professional applicant get license certificate
Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when request for professional

application form placed.
2. The officer provides blank professional application form

after asking new or renew.
3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form
4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly
5. The officer request for the pertinent document.
6. The applicant provides the document.
7. The officer verifies the document against the principles

and guidelines and standards.
8. The officer request for license fee receipt
9. The applicant present the receipt
10. The officer attaches the document.
11. The officer authorizes the license and prepares the license.
12. The officer prints the license and offers the licensee.
13. The applicant receives the professional license printed

copy.
14. The use case ends.

Alternative Scenario A 4.1. The officer assist to correct when there is error in filling
the form

4.2. The applicant correct the error
4.3. The use case continues from 5.

Alternative Scenario B 7.1. The officer proofs the document is invalid.
7.2. The officer informs the applicant about the document.
7.3. The use case ends.
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Table 6 Record Professional Training Use Case Description

Use Case ID AUC02

Use Case Name Record Professional Training

Use Case Description This use case is used to add professional training for the health
professional

Primary Actor(s) Professional, Officer

Pre-Conditions User must be logged to the system with privileged account.

The professional must to be licensed and registered in the
system and bring training certificate.

Post-Conditions Professional training information added to professional profile

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the professional request to add
his/her training to the respective profile.

2. The officer asks for the training certificate.

3. The professional present the certificate

4. The officer verifies the certificate.

5. The officer opens the professional license

6. The officer fills the certificate information

7. The officer attaches copy of the training certificate.

8. The use case ends.

Alternative Scenario A 3.1. The officer observe defect on the certificate

3.2. Informs the case to the applicant.

3.3. The use case ends.
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Table 7 Record Professional Publication Use Case Description

Use Case ID AUC03

Use Case Name Record Professional Publication

Use Case Description This use case is used to add professional publication for the current
health professional information

Primary Actor(s) Professional, Officer

Pre-Conditions User must be logged to the system with privileged account.

The professional must be licensed and registered in the system.

Post-Conditions Professional publication information added to professional profile

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the professional request to add his/her
publication to the respective profile.

2. The officer asks for the professional publication.

3. The professional provide the publication and/or publication
information if electronic or not physically accessible
information.

4. The officer proofs relevance of the publication

5. The officer opens the professional document

6. The officer record the publication information

7. The officer adds the publication information to the profile.

8. The use case ends.

Alternative Scenario A 4.1. The officer found the publication irrelevant or inappropriate

4.2. The officer informs the case to the applicant.

4.3. The use case ends.
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Table 8 Register Traditional Health practitioner Use Case Description

Use Case ID AUC04

Use Case Name Register Traditional Health practitioner

Use Case Description This use case is used to register  traditional health practitioner
information

Primary Actor(s) Professional, Officer

Pre-Conditions Practitioner submitted consent of 5 to 10 treated and cured cases
or EFMHACA approval certificate

Post-Conditions Traditional health practitioner received certificate of
registration.

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the applicant requests for
registration application form.

2. The officer provides blank traditional health
practitioner application form.

3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form

4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly

5. The officer request for registration fee receipt

6. The applicant present the receipt

7. The officer authorizes the license and prepares the
license.

8. The officer prints the license and offers it to the
licensee.

9. The applicant receives the health practitioner
registration printed copy.

10. The use case ends.

Alternative Scenario A 4.1 The officer assist the applicant to correct the form

4.2 The use case continues from 5

Alternative Scenario B 6.1. The officer inform the applicant the receipt is mandatory

6.2. The use case ends.
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4.3.2 Structural Model
In this section data underlying the structural model is presented in the use cases are
organized and presented using analysis class diagrams.

Analysis Class Diagram
Figure 2 Licensing and Inspection Analysis Class Diagram

4.3.3. Behavioral Models
The functional models, structural models together with behavioral models describe the
internal dynamic aspects of an information system that supports the business processes in the
organization helps to get a more complete picture of the system under study. Hence the
behavioral models provide the transcript of six use cases and licensing system state chart.

4.3.3.1 Sequence Diagrams

Because of the use case numbers seemingly many and some are similar the researchers
modeled the representative or the complex ones into sequential diagrams.
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Overview of the sequence diagrams illustrates user clicks on login icon and login controller
creates login interface, then user enters user name and password after the system validates it
allows the user home page.

Whereas, in the other cases the user officer or inspector interacts with the system sequentially
as it is stated in the use case description for the respective sequence diagram as it suited.

Figure 3 User Log in Sequence Diagram
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Figure 4 Issue Professional license Sequence Diagram

Figure 5 Inspection Sequence Diagram
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Figure 6 Medicine Supplement Buyer Sequence Diagram

Figure 7 Traditional Health Practitioner Sequence Diagram
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Figure 8 License Renewal Sequence Diagram
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4.3.3.2 State Chart Diagram
The licensing of the facility or professionals pass through different states as it passes through
the process completed when filled, submitted when offered to the officer, stored until verified
then approved after it is checked by the officer issued and remain active for the respective
period for which it is valid given that it works or practiced according to the standard and
guide line then disabled if not renewed.

Figure 9 State Chart for Licensing Sub-System
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4.4 Design Model
The requirements captured in the requirements and analysis model above designed below in
more detail depth and wider coverage as it suited to implement the analysis model.

4.4.1. System use case descriptions
The onlyparts drawn on the use-case diagram are the system boundary, the use-cases
themselves,the actors, and the various associations between these components. The major
strength ofthe use-case diagram is that it provides the user with an overview of the detailed
use cases. Use case diagram below leads us for the system descriptions that follow.

Figure 10 Use Case Diagram
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List of system use case description of the system are described below.

Table 9 Log in to the System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC01

Use Case Name User Log in

Use Case Description The user login with respective user name and password

Primary Actor(s) Officer, Inspector, Administrator

Pre-Condition(s) The users(Officer, Inspector, Administrator) must have
authorized user name and password given by Administrator

Post-Condition(s) The user logged in to the system

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when user clicks on log in button on
start menu.

2. The system displays login user interface.

3. The user enters user name and password then click on log
in

4. The system verifies username and password

5. The user logged in to the system

6. The use case ends.

Alternative Scenario A 4.1. If the user enters wrong user name and/or password

4.2. The system display error message and prompt to enter
appropriate username and password after three trials the
system close the computer automatically.

4.3. The use case ends
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Table 10 Issue Professional License System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC02

Use Case Name Issue Professional License

Use Case Description This use case is used to register and print professional license

Primary Actor(s) Professional, Officer

Pre-Condition(s) The officer has to log into the system

The professional has the required educational credentials and
ethical background document to be licensed

Post-Condition(s) The applicant receives professional license certificate

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when request submitted for
professional application form.

2. The officer provides blank professional application form.

3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form

4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly

5. The officer request for the pertinent document.

6. The applicant provides the document.

7. The officer verifies the form against the principles and
guide lines and standards.

8. The officer request for license fee receipt

9. The applicant submit the receipt

10. The officer record the form in to the system

11. The officer attachés the scan copy of the document.

12. The officer authorizes the license and prepares the
license.

13. The officer prints the license and offers to the licensee.

14. The applicant receives the professional license printed
copy.

15. The use case ends.

Alternative Scenario A 4.1. The officer assist to correct if there is error

4.2. The applicant correct the error accordingly

4.3. The use case continues from 5.

Alternative Scenario B 7.1. If the officer proofs the document is invalid.

7.2. The officer informs the applicant about the document.

7.3. The use case ends.
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Table 11 Record Professional Training

Use Case ID DUC03

Use Case Name Record Professional Training and Professional Publication

Use Case
Description

This use case is usedto add professional training for the current
health professional information

Primary Actor(s) Professional, Officer

Pre-Conditions User must be logged to the system with privileged account.

The professional have to be licensed and registered in the
system and present professional training certificate and/or
professional publication

Post-Conditions Professional training information and/or publication
information added to professional profile

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the professional request to add
his/her training to the respective profile.

2. The officer asks for the training certificate.

3. The applicant submit the certificate

4. The officer verifies the certificate.

5. The officer opens the professional license and click on the
professional training and professional publication tabs.

6. The officer fills the certificate and/or the publication
information

7. The officer attaches the training certificate.

8. The officer saves the training information.

9. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1. The officer observe defect on the certificate and/or
publication is not relevant

4.2. The officer informs the case to the applicant.

4.3. The use case ends.
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Table 12 Register Traditional Health practitioner system Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC05

Use Case Name Register Traditional Health Practitioner

Use Case
Description

This use case is used to Register  Traditional Health
Practitioner information

Primary Actor(s) Traditional Health Practitioner, Officer

Pre-Conditions Officer must be logged to the system with privileged account.

Practitioner submitted consent of 5 to 10 treated and cured
cases or EFMHACA approval certificate

Post-Conditions Traditional health practitioner information saved in the system.

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the applicant requests for
registration application form.

2. The officer provides blank health practitioner application
form.

3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form

4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly

5. The officer request for registration fee receipt

6. The applicant submit the receipt

7. The officer authorizes the license and prepares the
registration.

8. The officer prints the registration and offers it to the
licensee.

9. The applicant receives the health practitioner registration
printed copy.

10. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1. The officer assist the applicant to correct the form

4.2. The use case continues from 5.

Alternative
Scenario B

6.1. The officer inform the applicant the receipt is mandatory

6.2. The use case ends.
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Table 13 Issue New Facility License System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC06
Use Case Name Issue New Facility License
Use Case
Description

This use case is used to register and issue new facility license

Primary Actor(s) Owner, Professional, Officer
Pre-Condition(s) The officer has to log into the system

The professional has the required educational credentials and
ethical background document to be licensed

Post-Condition(s) The owner receives facility license certificate
Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the applicants request for new

facility application form.
2. The officer provides blank new facility application form.
3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form
4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly
5. The officer request for the professional license
6. The applicant provides the document.
7. The officer verifies the form against the principles and guide

lines and standards.
8. The officer prepares inspection order letter.
9. The applicant or the inspector submits the inspection result.
10. The officer receives the inspection result.
11. The officer evaluates the inspection result.
12. The officer attachés the scan copy of the document and

inspection result.
13. The officer authorizes the license and prepares the license.
14. The officer prints the license and offers the licensee.
15. The applicant receives the new facility license printed copy.
16. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1. The officer assist to correct if there is error
4.2. The applicant correct the error accordingly
4.3. The use case continues from 5.

Alternative
Scenario B

7.1. If the officer proofs the document is invalid and/or the
inspection result is not according to the standard for the
facility.

7.2. The officer informs the applicants about the document and/or
the facility and inform to the applicants in written format.

7.3. The use case ends.
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Table 14 Renew License System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC07

Use Case Name Renew License

Use Case
Description

This use case is used to renew professional, traditional health
practitioner or facility license

Primary Actor(s) Professional, Officer

Pre-Condition(s) The officer has to log into the system

The applicant has stay long enough for the respective license
validity period

Post-Condition(s) The applicant receives renewed license

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when request for license renewal
application form.

2. The officer provides blank renewal application form.

3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form

4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly

5. The officer search the respective licensed person or facility

6. The officer checks the profile and verifies against the
principles and guide lines for renewal.

7. The officer authorizes the license renewal.

8. The officer request for renewal fee receipt

9. The licensee pays the renewal fee and brings the receipt.

10. The officer stamps the certificate for renewal and saves in
the system.

11. The applicant receives the renewed license.

12. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1. The officer assist to correct if there is error

4.2. The applicant correct the error accordingly

4.3. The use case continues from 5.

Alternative
Scenario B

6.1. If the officer observe defect or malpractice.

6.2. The officer informs the applicant about the renewal.

6.3. The use case ends.
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Table 15 Record Workplace Change System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC08

Use Case Name Record Workplace Change

Use Case
Description

This use case is used to rerecord facility work place change
information

Primary Actor(s) Facility, Officer

Pre-Condition(s) The officer has to log into the system

The owner has to present workplace change evidence document

Post-Condition(s) The officer record workplace change information of the
professional in to the system

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when request for workplace change is
placed by the applicant

2. The officer provides blank workplace change application
form.

3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form

4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly

5. The officer searches the respective licensed facility in the
system.

6. The officer orders the new workplace inspection writing a
letter.

7. The officer receives the inspection result.

8. The officer approves the result and authorizes the
workplace change

9. The officer records the previous address and the new
address in the system.

10. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1. The officer assist to correct if there is error

4.2. The applicant correct the error accordingly

4.3. The use case continues from 5.

Alternative
Scenario B

6.1. If the officer proofs the new workplace substandard or not
according to guide line.

6.2. The officer informs the applicant about the workplace
change requirement.

6.3. The use case ends.
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Table 16 Record Professional Change System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC09

Use Case Name Record Professional Change

Use Case
Description

This use case is used to rerecord professional, traditional health
practitioner professional change information

Primary Actor(s) Owner, Professional, Officer

Pre-Condition(s) The officer has to log into the system

The professional has to present professional change evidence
document

Post-Condition(s) The officer record professional change information of the
professional in to the system

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when request for professional change is
placed by the applicant

2. The officer provides blank professional change application
form.

3. The applicants fill the form and submit the form

4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly

5. The officer searches the respective facilityandprofessional
in the system.

6. The officer request the evidence of change

7. The owner submit the evidence document

8. The officer authorizes the substitute

9. The officer records the previous professional and the new
professional and saves to the system.

10. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1. The officer assist to correct if there is error

4.2. The applicant correct the error accordingly

4.3. The use case continues from 5.

Alternative
Scenario B

6.1. The officer proofs the new professional change document
is not valid.

6.2. The officer informs the applicant about the professional
change requirement.

6.3. The use case ends.
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Table 17 Issue Pharmacy License System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC10
Use Case Name Issue Pharmacy License
Use Case
Description

This use case is used to register and issue pharmacy license

Primary Actor(s) Owner, Professional, Officer
Pre-Condition(s) The officer has to log into the system

The professional has the required educational credential and
ethical background document to be licensed
Evidence of facility ownership or rental agreement document.

Post-Condition(s) The applicant receives pharmacy license certificate and the officer
records the license information to the system.

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the owner requests for pharmacy
application form.

2. The officer provides blank pharmacy application form.
3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form
4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly
5. The officer request for the professional license
6. The applicant provides the document.
7. The officer verifies the form against the principles and guide

lines and standards or check in the system.
8. The officer prepares inspection order letter.
9. The owner takes the inspection order letter.
10. The owner submits the inspection result in envelope.
11. The officer receives the inspection result.
12. The officer evaluates the inspection result.
13. The officer attachés the scan copy of the document and

inspection result.
14. The officer authorizes the license and prepares the license.
15. The officer saves the license information to the system prints

the license and offers the licensee.
16. The applicant receives the pharmacy license printed copy.
17. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1. The officer assist to correct if there is error
4.2. The applicant correct the error accordingly
4.3. The use case continues from 5.

Alternative
Scenario B

12.1 If the officer observe substandard inspection result.
12.2. The officer informs the applicant about the facility and/or

license requirement.
12.3. The use case ends.
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Table 18 Issue Medicine Supplement Buyer License System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC11

Use Case Name Issue Medicine Supplement Buyer License

Use Case
Description

This use case is used to register and print medicine supplement
buyer license

Primary Actor(s) Applicant, Officer

Pre-Condition(s) The officer has to log into the system

The applicant has the required educational credential and ethical
background document to be licensed

Post-Condition(s) The applicant receives professional license certificate

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the applicant requests for medicine
supplement buyer application form.

2. The officer provides blank medicine supplement buyer
application form.

3. The applicant fill the form and submit the form

4. The officer check whether the form is filled correctly

5. The officer request for the pertinent document.

6. The applicant provides the document.

7. The officer verifies the document against the principles and
guide lines and standards.

8. The officer attachés the scan copy of the document.

9. The officer authorizes the license and prepares the license.

10. The officer saves the information to the system, prints the
license and offers the licensee.

11. The applicant receives the medicine supplement buyer license
printed copy.

12. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1.The officer assist to correct if there is error

4.2.The applicant correct the error accordingly

4.3.The use case continues from 5.

Alternative
Scenario B

7.1.If the officer proofs the document is invalid.

7.2.The officer informs the applicant about the document.

7.3.The use case ends.
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Table 19 Record Inspection System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC12

Use Case Name Record Inspection

Use Case
Description

This use case is used to register and facility inspection

Primary Actor(s) Inspector, Time

Pre-Condition(s) The Inspector has to log into the system

The inspector must have the required educational credential and
ethical background document to conduct inspection

Post-Condition(s) The inspector record inspection information to the system

Basic Scenario 1. The use case starts when the inspector team leader introduces
the team to the owner and/or professional at facility and start to
conduct routine inspection.

2. The inspector evaluates the facility according to standard,
guideline and checklist.

3. The inspector reviews the result with the owner/professional.

4. The inspector prepare report

5. The inspector saves the field result in to the system.

6. The use case ends.

Alternative
Scenario A

4.1 If the officer observe substandard inspection result

4.2 The officer informs the applicant about the facility and/or
license requirement.

4.3 The use case ends.
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Table 20 Record Inspection Information System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC12

Use Case Name Record Inspection Information

Use Case
Description

This use case is used to register and facility inspection information

Primary Actor(s) Inspector

Pre-Condition(s) The inspector team conduct inspection

The inspector has to log into the system

Post-Condition(s) The inspector register inspection information in the system

Basic Scenario 1. The inspector click on the inspection information tab.

2. The inspector captures basic information of inspection on
information form.

3. The inspector saves the inspection information in the
inspection information table

4. The use case ends.

Table 21 Record Defect Report System Use Case Description

Use Case ID DUC13

Use Case Name Record Defect Report

Use Case
Description

This use case is used to record defect information

Primary Actor(s) Inspector

Pre-Condition(s) The inspector team conduct inspection

The inspector has to log into the system

Post-Condition(s) The inspector register inspection information in the system

Basic Scenario 1. The inspector click on the defect report tab.

2. The inspector capture defect information during inspection
on defect report form.

3. The inspector saves the report in the system

4. The use case ends.
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4.4.2 System Class Diagram
We use class diagrams to describe the structure of the system. Classes are abstractions that specify the
common structure and behavior of a set of objects. Objects are instances of classes that are created,
modified, and destroyed during the execution of the system. Objects have state that includes the
values of its attributes and its relationships with other objects. Class diagrams describe the system in
terms of objects, classes, attributes, operations, and their associations.

Figure 11 System Class Diagram for Licensing and Inspection System
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4.4.3 Deployment Diagram

Deployment diagrams depict a static view of the run-time configuration of processing nodes
and the components that run on those nodes. In other words, deployment diagrams show the
hardware for your system, the software installed on that hardware, and the middleware used
to connect the disparate machines to one another.

The architecture of the new system is 3-tier in which one tier acts as a client and the other
two are servers. This design decision is made to make the system respond to user requests
faster while still distributing processing jobs among devices.

Figure 12 Deployment Diagram

4.5 Design and Implementation Recommendations

The researcher recommends the implementation to be client server based where the officers
at client computer uses browsers to access and insert etc as privileged by the administrator.
The deletion of the professional, facility or any major change to the record should only be
allowed to be done by the administrator because of the significance of the document. Again it
is recommended to have the server at the section mirrored with other facility server in case of
major failure or hazard incident happens.

The server side could be implemented using My SQL database application, Macromedia
Dreamweaver, PHP scripting Language and HTML.
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4.6 Discussion of Result

As compared to the previously manual system and partially automated the new system design
can be said that integrated all the licensing, registration and inspection activities of the
licensing and inspection sub process of the regional health bureau.  Since we need list of
professional licensed in order to license new facility that again triggers inspection of the
facility.

The manual system file takes longer time to serve the customer. The design of the new
system is in such a way that the services readily available as long as the customers fulfilled
the requirement for the service.

The design system is prepared in such a way that report organization is easy and flexible
based up on the current and future report requirement need of the organization.

The officers evaluated the design document along with the researcher and showed their
agreement with descriptiveness of the document of the system generally. In the process they
informed that at initial case the facility inspection process focus mainly in the three of four
processes namely, premise, professional and product. On the other hand the routine
inspection or renewal focuses much on the practice aspect of the inspection. It is during this
process the facility and/or professional warning, suspension, revocation and prosecution in
case of medico-legal issue arises can be decided.

The officers also clarify that issuance of medicine supplement buyer license is made in
special case only where some NGO hospitals as they arrange medicine buying with the
wholesalers a head of time the licensed supplement buyer can conduct the acquisition of the
medicine that need was not justified earlier by the researcher.

The future plan of traditional health practitioner licensing will be made with consent 5-10
sign of case healed and/or Ethiopian Food, Medicine and Health Care Administration and
Control Authority EFMHACA approval in the area of the disease claimed to treat.

The information technology officer also confirms the three-tier architecture for implementing
a better, efficient system that enhances licensing and inspection related activities.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion and Recommendation

5.1 Conclusion
The development and advancement of computer technology makes computers to be part of

everyday human life activities. Licensing and inspection are inseparable activities that is

currently  professional licensing is automated as a part of human resource and manual

integration of licensing and inspection data took the regional health bureau a long duration of

time and it is error prone. Policy makers and other concerned bodies do not get accurate and

timely information particularly in facility licensing and inspection area

The project study shows a wide range of licensing of health practitioners and facilities and

inspection of health facilities activities information system in maintaining a quality health

service to the public. It also briefs guide lines and international accepted practices. More over

national standards and guide lines documents were consulted along with interview and

discussion with licensing and inspection officers in order to determine the requirement for

the new system.

Following requirement definition analysis models used were activity diagram, to show

business process and work flow and Use cases to describe the basic functions of the

information system. Simple use case diagram employed showing a high level modeling and

some analysis use case description to illustrate detail description of the activities and

functions running in the licensing and inspection sub process of health and health related

services and products quality regulation (HHRSPQR) core process. The analysis model is

finalized by identifying the relevant analysis classes, attributes and their respective operation

for modeling the structure and behavioral models sequence diagram and state chart were

applied to elicit the parts of the system.

The design model transcribes the analysis model in such a way that it is going to be

implemented and system use case diagram, system use case description and system class

diagram.

The researcher acquainted with the licensing and inspection rules, regulations, guidelines and

practices and various object oriented analysis and design tools particularly UML tools for the
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first hand on experience to realize course work in the health industry for quality

improvement.

5.2 Recommendation and Future works

The current workload, customer expectation and availability of technology demand the

implementation of computer based licensing and inspection information system that makes a

way for online license renewal that can reduce cost of license renewal for professional,

traditional health practitioners and facility owners. Easy and timely report generation on

licensing and inspection information can be realized if the designed system is implemented

with necessary improvement.

It is also recommended that hands on training with manual and help facility should be given

the officers so that they can capture data by themselves post implantation of the system in

order to maintain more accountability.

Even though effort has been made to cover major activities of the licensing and inspection

there are also areas that is not incorporated in the current design such as complaint

management, food and water source analysis, health related facilities such as food stores,

supermarket, barbershop etc licensing that is jointly done with trade licensing should be

incorporated in the future design and implementation.

For easy accessibility by the customers the systems has to be decentralized deployed and

offered service at some selected local levels rather than it is centralized as per the guide line

and experience of other regions. The system should be available at various locations across

the state, at least three databases for Oromia Regional State to achieve better accessibility

and it should also work in co-ordination among these databases.

It is recommended that once the standard number of professionals by type for facility is sated

the system should signal when that number is below the standard for the facility as

professionals leave the profession or change workplace, dead or retired.

In addition, future system has to be sensitive and signal the attachment of one professional

with multiple facilities cognizant the spatial data and conceivable means of transport and

whether he/she is a part or full time worker at the facility to maintain reasonable and feasible

number of attachment of professionals with government, private and NGO facilities.
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Annex A

I. Interview Guide
Structured Interview Guide

1. What are the major activities carried out in this section?
2. What are your customers and their types?
3. What sort of services they accept and or rendering to the section?
4. Which of the services incorporated into database information system?
5. What data are captured and how it is going on each activity?
6. What are the rules, guide lines and standards guiding for licensing and inspection?
7. What parties or entities are involved in the transaction?
8. What reports are organized?
9. What are the shortcomings of the existing system if any?

Probing questions where applied when responses need more clarification as appropriate.

1. What do you mean by this?
2. Can you explain that in a bit more detail?
3. Would you give me an/ a few example(s)?
4. What if ….?
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